
THE INVENTION OF WRITING AND ITS DESTRUCTION OF DAMASCUS

Damascus is the capital of the Syrian Arab Republic; it is also the country's largest city, .. Nicolaus of Damascus, in the
fourth book of his History, says thus: "Abraham . It roughly disappeared from written records for the next century and the
only .. Souq al-Atiq, a protected buffer zone, was destroyed in three days in .

It roughly disappeared from written records for the next century and the only significant improvement of the
city was the Abbasid-built treasury dome in the Umayyad Mosque in  Ataa Alsalloum, Author provided
Rebuilding Al Asruniyeh Today, Damascenes are once again confronted with the task of rebuilding â€” and
this time, they control the outcome. He managed to recapture Jerusalem, Acre, Sidon, and Beirut all in  This
political stability was upset by the invasions of the Sea Peoples c. Ibrahim Pasha captured Damascus in and
founded schools, reorganized the judicial system, reformed the taxation policies and encouraged education.
Three years after al-Hakim's mysterious disappearance, the Arab tribes of southern Syria formed an alliance to
stage a massive rebellion against the Fatimids, but they were crushed by the Fatimid Turkish governor of Syria
and Palestine, Anushtakin al-Duzbari , in  The original Hebrew text, then, is preferred when it is at variance
with the Greek text of the Septuagint. In , the Druze population in the Hauran revolted and moved towards the
capital, which prompted the heavy bombardment of Damascus by the French. Starting the reconstruction now
is vital, to encourage Syrians to return and participate in rebuilding their country, spreading a feeling of safety,
ownership and pride in the city once more. The heritage of Syria has been a source of pride and dignity for the
Syrians, despite differences in religion and political opinion. At this time the Aramaeans were the majority in
Syria and their alphabet , which had been adopted by the Assyrian king Tiglath Pileser III to replace Akkadian
in the empire, provided the written history of the region. In the meantime Zengi was assassinated and his
territory was divided among his sons, one of whom, Nur ad-Din , emir of Aleppo, made an alliance with
Damascus. The United States has stated their opposition to the Assad regime but has been reluctant to get
deeply involved in the war. This change led to economic decline in Syria, and for the next several centuries,
the region became unstable and was ruled by various groups. The Amorites then tried to assert control after the
fall of the Hittites and gained and lost ground to the Assyrians over the next few centuries until the Middle
Assyrian Empire rose to power, conquered the region, and stabilized it. The fragile and invaluable heart of the
city, however, requires comprehensive conservation programs that respect both its historic character and its
continued vigour. For more than years, Damascus was the base for the Muslim struggle against the Crusades.
Under Constantine, a converted Christian, Christianity began to flourish under imperial patronage and the
Emperor Theodosius I named Christianity the official language of the Roman Empire. Tribes and peoples
began to prefer agriculture to hunting and with the appearance of bronze and copper tools, agriculture
developed quickly. The history of Damascus shows that when ruins are rebuilt by the local community, the
new layer is imbued with the soul of the city. Technical Cooperation for projects and programmes to enhance
the city is undertaken by the Ministry of Local Administration and Environment with support from
international organizations. The violent outbreak of religious fanaticism in led to direct European involvement
in the region, particularly in the area of modern-day Lebanon. Water Harvesting As desert dwellers, the
Nabateans had long struggled during seasons in which rainfall in the region was limited. The Byzantines
eventually took control of the region, and governed Petra for some years. Hundreds of people were killed
outside of Damascus in during a chemical weapons attack. The attributes are vulnerable to erosion from a lack
of traditional approaches to maintenance and conservation, and use of traditional materials, while its setting
and context are threatened by lack of conservation policy for the historical zones outside the walled city and
by regional planning projects. British and Arab troops captured Damascus and Aleppo in , and the French took
control of modern-day Syria and Lebanon in  Authenticity Since the inscription of the property, the
morphological layout and the spatial pattern of the historic fabric have remained basically unchanged and the
key discrete attributes survive. Al Asruniyeh souk was our favourite destination on special occasions. Is there
more to come with the Destruction Of Damascus? Aleppo was later brought into the state of Syria whose
capital was Damascus. Aram-Damascus came out victorious, temporarily preventing the Assyrians from
encroaching into Syria. Unable to enter the city, they declared their supremacy in the Hauran and Beqa'a
valleys. Religious and civic buildings were erected, new forms of architecture were introduced, and new
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quarters for immigrants sprang up. At the start of his presidency, Bashar al-Assad released political prisoners,
and Syrians were hopeful that their new leader would grant more freedoms and impose less oppression than
his father.


